
 
 

HOW ARE OUR FORMS BETTER THAN THE BAR?  
HERE ARE 15+ REASONS OUR FORMS BEAT THEM EVERY TIME. 

Since 2019, TXdocs has implemented over 2,000 requests and suggestions from our subscribers. 
These requests have resulted in a family law forms library that contains thousands of large and small 
refinements to our forms. It also resulted in hundreds of refinements to our software. These 
refinements have added many optional clauses, paragraphs and provisions to address specific fact 
situations you deal with in your family law practice.  

While individually these refinements may not seem significant, the cumulative effect of having more 
fact situations covered by your forms library will save you many hours of work and frustration each 
month. 

When you don’t have to edit your documents to address unusual circumstances you save time, and 
you avoid errors. Here are a few examples of how our forms have been adapted to address more of 
those unusual circumstances: 

- Creative possession order provisions like Alternating weeks, Alternating 5th weekends, 2-2-3 
schedules, etc.; 

- Option to automatically include Standing Orders when assembling Petitions; 
- Tie-breaker language for joint managing conservators; 
- Option to serve a party “wherever he/she may be found”; 
- Option to add Standard Possession Order at the end instead of in the body of a decree; 
- Options if no child support is ordered; 
- Options if neither conservator requests the right to determine the residence of the children; 
- Coming this quarter: 

o Option to have more than two conservators 
o More holiday options 

In addition to more comprehensive forms, TXdocs includes a large collection of software tools to 
automate many boring and time-consuming tasks. Here are a few examples: 

- With the click of a button, you can export your inventory or proposed division of assets and 
liabilities to an Excel spreadsheet; 

- Our special spreadsheet style Inventory application lets you work on the inventory over time 
until it is completed.  When you are finally finished entering the data, you can simply click a 
button to assemble the completed document; 

- TXdocs’ Reactor application will automatically redact sensitive information from your 
family law documents; 

- TXdocs’ proprietary Online Intake application lets your clients enter their divorce intake, 
financial information, and inventory information online.  When they are finished, you 
download their information directly into their TXdocs case.  You can even modify our intake 
forms or create your own. 

These are just a sample of the dozens, if not hundreds, of unique features and capabilities you will 
find in TXdocs. All designed to save you time and frustration and to prevent errors. 

And the best news yet – we are just getting started! 


